
More on this Current Time in the Kingdom
(March 2019)

Following on from the prophetic insight I was given concerning the current season we are in,1 a time when
Forerunners are leading the vanguard for the restoration of all things, this is an update. More information is
being received to cement this time in our understanding and to equip us with the knowledge we need to
move forward without deviation. Read on!

Mike Parsons

(extract from his teaching on the 4-3-2019)

“What are the ‘all  things? For me, the phrase ‘the restoration of all  things’ refers to all physical and
spiritual things that have been lost, distorted, damaged, destroyed, broken or disconnected; everything that
God created in line with His original intent and purpose. That would include:

• Creation and everything in it 
• Everyone, everything, everywhere, throughout all time and all history 

• All relative dimensions of time and space 
• Our eternal memory, wisdom, knowledge, understanding and position as light beings, as we were

before we came into this realm 

• All our abilities and powers 
• All dark and light matter and dark and light energy, including the restoration of the speed of light

(which has diminished over time1) 

• Access to all places and all realms everywhere, at any time, inside and outside of time and space as we
presently know it 

• Our inheritance, identity, position and authority as sons. This is fundamental and impacts the whole of
creation because it is as sons that we will play our part in the restoration of all things. 

God is looking to see everything restored which was lost when the light of glory was removed. It is in His
nature to bring healing,  reconciliation,  redemption and restoration.  Why would He  not  want all  things
restored to their original condition and functionality, back to how He always intended them to be? It is not
as if He has changed His mind or had a better idea! Restoration for us – and for all creation – is nothing
more nor less than coming back into alignment with God’s eternal thoughts about us… 

We are heirs of the Father and co-heirs with Jesus. He has empowered us as sons and given us authority for
the created realm, and creation will recognise and respond to us when we are manifested as sons. Therefore
whatever is revealed about ‘all things’ in context of the relationship between Father and Son directly relates
to our own sonship.” 2

Ron McGatlin

(extract from his teaching on the 20-3-2019)

“The beginning of the end of the world’s religious systems and secular godless systems is in process. One
faction will destroy another as strife is inflamed between one another.

Most if not all of these passing systems have some parts or portions that are of God. Those portions that are
of God will be purified and brought back together in the Kingdom of God reality on Earth. The remaining 
parts that are not of God will be dissolved and none of the godless systems shall remain.3

THE TRUE KINGDOM OF GOD IS THE ONE AND ONLY TRUE WORLD SYSTEM OF LIFE AND 

1 – “Not Just Another Faith System”      (canberraforerunners.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/Not-Just-Another-Faith-System.pdf)
2 – “260. Coming Back into Alignment”     (freedomarc.blog/2019/03/04/260-coming-back-into-alignment)
3 – Isaiah 2:1-22
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GOVERNANCE OF EARTH. All created natural and spiritual systems are subsystems of the one Kingdom 
of God.

The Kingdom of God cannot be contained. Even the biggest and greatest religious or secular system cannot 
contain the Kingdom of God. However, all creation is contained in the Kingdom of God.

After over half a century of involvement in a number of different streams of the Christian religious system, I 
am more familiar with its strengths and weaknesses (godly and ungodly portions) than the other major 
religious systems. The Christian teachings indeed present a portion of Kingdom truth. Yet, by no means is 
the gospel of the Kingdom of God either fully taught or experienced in the major modern Christian religious
systems… 

Secular humanism, communism, intellectualism, democracy, Îŝļâɱ, and other governmental, philosophical, 
and ideological systems are all attempts to replace Spirit God and His Kingdom ruling and reigning on 
Earth. Manmade governmental systems deny the validity and veracity of the one true God to rule on Earth. 
God is at best tolerated by manmade systems and often resisted with a vengeance. For the most part some 
degree of tolerance is present in these systems until the Christian group begins to discover the real Kingdom
of God.

Christianity often seeks to make friends with the ideological systems and avoids having anything to do with 
the real Kingdom of God so as to not be a threat to the man-made governmental systems. This creates a 
powerless church system that has little or no ability to accomplish the mandate of God to produce the 
reality of the Kingdom of God on Earth. The powerless church system makes room for the powers of 
darkness to invade the Christian churches with false teachings and doctrines of demons and inflect spiritual
blindness and other bondages upon the people… 

The full restoration of God’s Kingdom is manifesting from Heaven in the hearts of His people on Earth. The 
Kingdom of God rule and order flows out from them to rule and order the entire world with the LOVE of 
God.

This is the core and foundation of the marvelous and glorious message of Christ Jesus…The great all-
inclusive Gospel of the Kingdom that Christ Jesus brought and is bringing to Planet Earth is the full and 
complete answer to ALL of the world’s problems and needs.

Complete and total freedom for all of mankind and all that is on the Earth begins and is established in and 
by the LOVE of God in the glorious reality of His Kingdom rule on Earth as it is in Heaven.

Freedom is the unrestrained and unhindered ability of all creation to be and do all that God has designed 
each part to be and do.

Christ Jesus and His gospel of the Kingdom is the cornerstone of all life and wisdom for the perfect order of
all creation. The core substance of Christ Jesus and the gospel of the Kingdom of God rule and order of life 
is LOVE – the pure holy love of God flowing from God by His Holy Spirit in and through His people.

All governance on Earth must be perfectly ordered in alignment with and under the rule and order of 
Almighty, All-knowing God. The Kingdom of God is righteousness, peace, and joy in the Holy Spirit. The 
perfect love of God contains the Kingdom of God rule of righteousness, peace, and joy of the perfect order 
of all creation fitting together all things in perfect harmony.4” 5

Dawn Hill

(extract from a prophetic message on the 5-3-2019)

“I heard [the Lord] say, "Stop apologizing". I wrote the things down He was speaking to me, and I want to
share them with the body of Christ. I truly believe that God is searching for those who will not apologize to
the world…I am increasingly aware of the heart of the Father drawing us back to what truly matters, and

4 – Romans 14:17
5 – Ron McGatlin “From Christianity to Kingdom Reality” OpenHeaven.com Digest March 21, 2019
     (www.openheaven.com/2019/03/20/openheaven-com-digest-march-21-2019)
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every facet of Him matters. Stop apologizing, church. The authentic gospel and presence of the Holy Spirit
offends,  brings  persecution  and multiplies  the  church.  Reformation  is  not  satisfied  with  warm corpses
shrouded in bondage, and reformation does not apologize for being mindful of another's eternity. Wake up,
church! Arise and shine!… 

I want to speak to the authentic prophetic mouthpieces in this hour. Stop apologizing for a concentrated
word. There is a hesitation to release a word that is difficult and not well-received. This is not a statement to
usher in rebellion or dissension. This is a rally to all the authentic voices of God to stop apologizing for
wielding the sword of the Spirit…It is past time for a healthy dose of salt to penetrate the body. Sugar is in
abundance,  and exhortation comes on the winds of loving warnings so that we do not lose our flavor.
Contend to be one standing in the council of the Lord, proclaiming His words to His people (Jer 23:22).
Stop apologizing for ministering purity and for refusing to flow with dead fish. Stop apologizing for calling
a spade a spade. If it is perversion, then it is perversion. If it is murder, then it is murder. Do not come off
the wall, watchmen. Do not relent in sounding the alarm. I know it is hard, but the reward is not the roaring
approval of the crowd. The reward is Jesus. I fully believe that God is cleaning house in this hour…

Areas where the body of Christ has been spiritually ill will be healed by authenticity only found in Him. I
am  so  encouraged  by  what  I  sense  in  the  Spirit  because  we  are  on  the  precipice  of  something  of
astronomical proportions. It does not come with bowing to the culture in the world. It comes when the
church takes its place and without apology establishes the counter-culture originating from the throne room.
This is a church without apology.” 6

Ryan Lestrange

(extract from a prophetic word on the 21-3-2019)

“"My people in this hour are facing demonic chatter"… 

"I want My people to just rest in My glory. I want them to just breathe in My presence, breathe in My
glory"…

"Begin to breathe in My glory. I don't want My people to fight their own battles or defend themselves, just
submit and surrender to the weight of My glory. Out of the midst of glory, My angels shall spring forth on
their behalf. Out of the midst of My glory, peace will arise like a refreshing well, overtaking their souls.
Their minds will be saturated in peace and filled with My presence"… 

"You've got to go low in the glory because you can't be lifted and say that you are the only one"… 

"I have up close, defense mechanisms for you in My glory. Don't come out of My glory because they are
lying about you. Don't come out of My glory because they are criticizing you. Don't come out of My glory
because they are attacking you. Don't come out of My glory because your mind is deceived.

"In My glory," says the Lord, "I am covering you. In My glory, I am surrounding you. It may look like
enemies are surrounding you, but My angels are surrounding you. My glory is surrounding you"… 

"You've got to climb the mountain and go low in Me. Let My cloud surround you, for it is in My cloud that I
will infuse you. It is in My cloud that I will cover you. It is in My cloud that I will conceal you. It is in My
cloud that I will constrain you. It is in My cloud that I will release and supercharge you. I will launch you. I
will catapult you. But you've got to go low and stay low in this season. Don't come out from the place of
surrender"… 

"In My glory, I'll bring refining. Many are going to experience refining. Keep your mouth closed, don't try
to justify yourself. Don't try to defend yourself. Don't try to fight in the flesh"… 

"In My glory, you're going to go low. You are going to be prostrate. You are going to be surrendered, and
from that place of surrender, I will lift you up. I'll exalt you.

6 – “'Stop Apologizing!': A Prophetic Word for Authentic Prophets” 
      www.charismamag.com/blogs/prophetic-insight/40612-stop-apologizing-a-prophetic-word-for-authentic-prophets 
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"Stay low in the place of consecration. Stay pure by refusing to waiver in what I have told you to do. Stay
low in the place of humility. Go low. Pride arises with rage and anger. Surrender can be firm, but is not a
self-seeking firmness. Stay low in your planting. Remain planted in Me, in My presence, and in My plan."” 7

Wanda Alger

(extract from a prophetic message on the 26-2-2019)

“To the watchmen of the hour, God says, "Declare My Word! Report the truth! Do not fear the enemy or
those who prophesy against Me. Do not retaliate, but let My Word accomplish its purposes. Yours is to
sound the alarm and trust My plan".” 8

Laurence

(extract from a prophetic journal message on the 27-3-2019)

“You’re right to see sonship9 as the primary focus. This is essential. Nothing outside of our relationship
together is more important. Why, you ask? You were created to be a son, so being reborn spiritually is your
entrance, your adoption, into my family, but that’s only the beginning. Like a baby who’s born into the world
has to grow up and eventually become an adult, participating in society, this is what it is like for you. It is
strange to me that many who come into my family jump straight into my life giving no thought to the process
of growth and development. I understand that they are not being taught this, but life mirrors spiritual life
and it  is  patently  obvious that  a  newborn or toddler  can’t  perform life  as  adults  do.  This  has  been a
significant problem of the Christian religion. No more!

I am working with those who will work with me, to create an ‘army’ of sons who will be about my business
on Earth. No more will I contend with the rebellion of those who call me “Father”. No more will I look for
those who will comply with my wishes. It’s time that these ceased. In this season I am raising up an ‘army’
of workers for my Kingdom, like I did with Gideon. Many will be called and will marshal to be trained, but
I will sift them to find those who are appropriately fit for the task ahead. 

No longer will I put up with complacency. No longer will I suffer the rebellion of my people. Like the Jews
who rebelled, I am working to sort out those who are really for me and those who are against me. True, they
call me “Father” with their mouths, but their heart is far from me. They look to their own interests and to
the interests of the system they belong to. The Kingdom is THE system that requires complete and total
allegiance. Nothing is more important than this.

So, be prepared for my sifting to filter the ‘mob’. Many will be demobbed as I search their hearts and minds
to see what their allegiances are. They will know that I have sifted them and they will know that they fail to
measure up. However, in their heart-of-hearts they will ‘turn a blind eye’ to what they know and will pursue
their own goals. Consequently, they will drift away in this era of my Kingdom. This will be a slow and
gradual process as I take my hand off their lives [bit by bit]. 

Life comes from me. Real, genuine life comes from me and this is what they will lose. True, they will still
live life in the natural, but the Kingdom life they see in others will become unattainable for them. This will
be their choice, after all, it’s all about a matter of their heart attitude.

Today, I make it known that I will now measure a person solely on their heart. My grace is being restrained
as it did with the Jews of old and the hearts of people will become manifest to a greater level. 

I  am looking  for  compliance.  I  am looking for  those  who will  be  prepared  to  or  have  already given
everything up for me. These I will put my abundant life into. These sons, this small number of sons, will

7 – “'My People Are Facing Demonic Chatter in This Hour'”
     (www.charismamag.com/blogs/prophetic-insight/40766-prophecy-my-people-are-facing-demonic-chatter-in-this-hour )
8 – “The Lord Will Expose Lying Prophets in Media”
     (www.charismamag.com/blogs/prophetic-insight/40528-prophecy-the-lord-will-expose-lying-prophets-in-media)
9 – ‘Sonship’ is a Kingdom jargon term representing the type of strong, resilient relationship and bonding between a loving father and a
doting son, in the natural. This type of relationship can be entered into with Father by any person in the Kingdom, male or female, if 
they wish.
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taste of  the goodness of my Kingdom. By no means do I  mean ‘small’ as in a few. By ‘small’ I  mean
compared to the number who consciously claim me as their God, the number is small in comparison. I want
to make this clear: The number is large, but, like Gideon’s army the bulk of those who ‘put their hand up’
will not measure up. This is disappointing, but it is the way of humanity.

Today I call you to perfectly align with me in your heart and to display this in the way you live. I will give
you days of life on earth because this is my good pleasure to do so, but your days must be mine. By that I
mean, you are to learn to live for me – me only. My Son demonstrated this when he was on Earth and he is
your model. Model yourself after him in his attitudes and relationship with me.” 10

>>>> More to come, but you must keep watching and listening <<<<

Laurence
31-3-2019
(www.CanberraForerunners.org)
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